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Seeing Is Believing: What the Data Reveal About Deaths Following COVID Vaccine Rollouts
Around the World

By Gavin de Becker, January 11, 2023

I asked Ed Dowd if I could have space in his book, “‘Cause Unknown’: The Epidemic of
Sudden Deaths in 2021 and 2022,” for an article about what we saw around the world as
mass  vaccination  commenced.  In  light  of  Dowd’s  stunning  analysis,  it  is  particularly
instructive  to  look  at  data  for  those  countries  that  did  not  have  high  numbers  of
COVID-19 deaths prior to mass vaccination, because they afford the simplest comparison.

US Never Ending Wars: Thirty-one Years Ago, America’s “First War” against Iraq

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, January 11, 2023

The 1991 Gulf  War on Iraq began on 17th January.  However,  after  the 28th February
ceasefire  was  agreed  and  signed  –  following  the  Basra  Road  massacre  of  withdrawing
soldiers  and  fleeing  civilians  on  26th/27th  February  –  the  US  24th  Mechanised  Infantry
Division  slaughtered  thousands  on  2nd  March.“

Against Undiplomatic Diplomacy

By Sen. Rand Paul, January 11, 2023

When ambassadors  or  secretaries  of  State  come before  the  Senate  Foreign  Relations
Committee, I ask them to detail what policy changes have been achieved as a result of
America’s sanctions on Russia, China, Iran, or North Korea.
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White House Colluded with Twitter to Censor RFK, Jr., Emails Reveal

By Michael Nevradakis, January 11, 2023

Citing  documents  and  emails  between  social  media  employees  and  White  House  officials,
Bailey exposed how the White House sought to censor Kennedy for a tweet questioning
“suspicious” deaths of elderly individuals after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine and seeking
a good faith investigation into the true causes of the deaths.

32 Years Years Ago: The Gulf War

By Manlio Dinucci, January 11, 2023

Thirty years ago, in the early hours of January 17, 1991, Operation “Desert Storm” began in
the Persian Gulf, this war against Iraq opened the sequence of wars after the Cold War. The
USA and its allies launched it at the moment when, after the collapse of the Berlin Wall, the
Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union were about to dissolve.

“The Republic of Kosovo”, A Classical Mafia State. The History of Kosovo and Metohia

By Dr. Vladislav B. Sotirović, January 10, 2023

Kosovo and Metochia (KosMet) is a southwestern province of the Republic of Serbia – a
central region of the political, national, economic, cultural, and religious life of Serbia in the
Middle Ages. The region was occupied by the Ottoman authorities in 1455 and subsequently

was under the Islamic-Ottoman yoke until the beginning of the 20th century.

The Upcoming Global South Summit Paves the Path for India’s Permanent UNSC Seat

By Andrew Korybko, January 10, 2023

Next week’s virtual summit will secure the support of the Global South for India’s permanent
UNSC seat while the conclusion of its G20 chairmanship in September will do the same with
respect to the Golden Billion. Once the vast majority of the international community unites
around this cause, India will then likely draft a UN General Assembly resolution on this issue
in order to prove the overwhelming support that it has.
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Video: US Military Oversaw Secret Contents of COVID Jabs

By Sasha Latypova, Dr. Sam Dube, Lara Logan, and et al., January 10, 2023

Sasha Latypova, former owner and executive of multiple contract research organizations
and former pharmaceutical executive, presented evidence on the DoD involvement with
COVID countermeasures worldwide.

Propaganda’s Mask

By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, January 10, 2023

The propagandist’s mask depicts one thing while behind the mask is another. The smiling
urgent face of Dr. Anthony Fauci informing us that the Covid inoculations are safe and
effective and necessary to prevent death is the hypocritical mask of the propagandist: the
real Anthony Fauci knew differently, just as the real Fauci well understood that there was no
actual science behind the mandates for masks, distancing, lockdowns and mass inoculation.

South Korea Wants to be World’s Fourth Arms Exporter

By Karsten Riise, January 10, 2023

South Korea wants to overtake the UK and Israel to become the world’s fourth biggest arms
exporter. With big arms contracts to both Poland and Saudi Arabia, South Korea is well
underway expanding. See this.
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